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Immersive cozy experience

Available now
Scan for more

# 12

PARENTS’ DAY GIFT IDEAS OSTRICHPILLOW ORIGINAL 
NAPPING PILLOWSurprise mom & dad on this 

special day!Gold leaf, Opéra de Paris edition
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at Urban Republic with great benefits!



Smartphones
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Items featured may be subject to price changes and availability.

Scan to shop!

The simplified, geometric design makes the
Dual-Matrix Camera Design truly stand out. 

The two “dazzling eyes” shine through,
wherever you go.

Excellence exceeds 
expectations

HUAWEI P50 Pro

Three cameras work together to 
capture magnificent landscapes, 
microcosms, stunning night 
scenes, high-level portraits. Enjoy 
super-smooth gaming and 
streaming as well as ultra-fast 

sharing and downloading.

108MP Powerhouse
Redmi Note 11 Pro 5G

Scan to shop!



Tablets
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Scan to shop!

The Dual Front Camera (Ultra Wide + Wide) boasts an
impressive field of view that provides optimal 
4k video recording.

Extra space to see the bigger picture
Galaxy Tab S8+



Audio
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Devialet is not only an unparalleled piece of sound engineering. It’s also an ode to one of the 
world’s greatest cultural institutions. It embodies the vision of excellence shared by a 350-year-old 
cultural maverick and a 21st-century tech company that’s just getting started.

Gold Leaf, Opéra de Paris Edition
Devialet Phantom 108 dB GOLD

Scan to shop!
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Scan to shop!

These are true wireless earbuds, with pro-grade technology for 
immersive sound like never before. While Intelligent ANC lets you 
seamlessly switch between noise canceling and fully adjustable 
ambient sound.

Tunes out noises, tunes in voices
Galaxy Buds Pro



Smartwatches
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Meet any athletic or outdoor challenge with the rugged fēnix 7X Sapphire Solar multisport GPS watch. 
Its scratch-resistant Power Sapphire solar charging lens uses the sun’s energy to extend battery life — 
powering advanced training features, sports apps, health and wellness monitoring sensors and more.

Rise to meet each day’s challenge
Garmin fēnix 7 Sapphire Solar

Items featured may be subject to price changes and availability.

A true masterpiece, the elegant 42 mm dial catches light on the 3D curved glass, giving a 
soft, water-like glow. It adopts a simplistic body design with high-gloss finish, accompanied 
by refined straps for a modern, sophisticated look.

AI Running Coach
HUAWEI GT3

Scan to shop!

Scan to shop!



Gifts for Parents
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The deep muscle treatment pros trust with the durability 
and features they rely on. Enhance muscle recovery, release 
stress and tension, and soothe discomfort with the smart 
percussive therapy device in a league of its own. 

Professional-grade,
powerfully quiet

Theragun Pro
Scan to shop!

Scan to shop! Scan to shop!

Elite works deep to melt away tension and release soreness, 
empowering you to care for your body daily.

Ultra-quiet,
premium design

Theragun Elite
Scan to shop!



Gifts for Parents
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Percussive therapy,
simplified
Vibration therapy moves your skin and muscle around to 
increase blood flow and encourage fluids to move around 
your body.

Theragun Prime
Scan to shop!

Portable, compact and lightweight, this handheld device is 
ideal for taking with you wherever you go - including the 
gym, work or adventures into the countryside.

Portable,
on-the-go relief

Theragun Mini
Scan to shop!

Every element is designed to make the user’s experience stress-free and 
pleasurable, including the spout for precise pour control and comfortably 
fitting handle for smooth pouring until the very last drip. 

A sensory experience
KINTO Pour Over Kettle

Sturdy and hygienic stainless assures the quality of this pot, and it comes with 
a diameter of 7mm spout well-polished inside which realizes very controllable 
thin stream. The round wooden handle and the knob are so smooth to touch, 
which will make your brewing time relaxing.

Perfect size for one cup
Miyaco Single Drip Kettle

Made with great care and impeccable craftsmanship from Japan, these 
filters transform the everyday experience of drinking various beverages into a 
masterclass of comfort.

A reusable eco-friendly ceramic filter
KYUEMON Ceramic Filter

Scan to shop!



BAMiNi Study Wired 
Headphone

Kids Education
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Explore the world with 400+ highlights and 1000+ cool facts 
across 6 categories - cultures, cuisines, monuments, inventions, 
animals and maps.

Lightweight, volume-limiting safe listening for kids (ages 3+) with 
hypoallergenic ear cushions.

Protect your child from startling sounds & loud places such as 
fireworks, sporting events, concerts, flights etc with adjustable 
Headband to ensure comfort and fit.

Interactive AR Globe

Kid-safe volume limiter
Noise Reduction Earmuffs

PlayShifu Orboot Earth

BAMiNi Safe Earmuffs

Takes away the stress from parents in finding creative 
activities for their children at home. Help children to learn and 
reinforce the alphabet and early reading skills.

A wholistic word building & grammar kit
PlayShifu Plugo Letters

Scan to shop!

Play with numbers to solve story-driven math 
challenges.

Age-adaptive puzzles

PlayShifu
Plugo Counts

Scan to shop!

Scan to shop!

Scan to shop! Scan to shop!



Lifestyle   Smart Home
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The Camera Hub G3 is all round compatible with a wide 
range of smart home ecosystems and voice assistants.

The AI-enabled guardian 
that cares for your home

Aqara Camera Hub G3

This cocoon-like pillow blocks out light and noise, creating 
an immersive experience where anyone can focus only on 
themselves.

Immersive cozy experience

Ostrichpillow ORIGINAL
Napping Pillow 

Scan to shop!

Go’s 360° ergonomic design offers full neck support to maintain 
proper spinal posture and prevent neck and back pain.

Comfort, style and total support

Ostrichpillow GO Neck 
Pillow

Scan to shop!

Scan to shop!

The Aqara N100E supports a variety of unlocking methods to 
suit any of your family members and they will make the lock 
functional even if the battery is discharged.

Updated version of most 
popular smart door lock

Aqara Smart Door Lock 

Scan to shop!



Sports
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Scan to shop!

They’re ready to redefine everything you knew about open-ear listening with 
improved tech. Our new premium sport headphones feature the latest 9th 
generation bone conduction technology with two added bass enhancers and 
our signature situational awareness and comfortable open-ear fit.

Premium bone conduction open-ear 
sport headphones 

Shokz OpenRun Pro

ISSUE 12
Items featured may be subject to price changes and availability.

Scan to shop!

Bose Frames Tempo play louder and deeper than other audio 
sunglasses, so you can hear the music and the motivation, even over 

the rush of the wind when cycling at speeds of 40 km/h.

Designed for sports
Engineered for sound

Bose Frames Tempo



Our Outlets
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About us
Urban Republic believes in enhancing our customers’ digital and tech lifestyles. Since our beginnings in 2014, our goal to provide the latest 
and greatest in technology and lifestyle gadgets to our customers remains true. From smartphones to home audio solutions, Urban 
Republic has all your tech needs under one roof! Come and visit us, and be a part of the Republic!

Visit us here!

Store
Locations

PENANG
AEON Mall Bkt Mertajam
City Junction
Elit Avenue
Gurney Plaza
Queensbay Mall
Gravitas Business Park
Nibong Tebal (Taman Nuri Emas)
Sunway Carnival Mall

PERAK
AEON Kinta City
Greentown Ipoh

KUALA LUMPUR
KL East Mall
Pavilion Bukit Jalil
Pavilion
Sunway Velocity Mall

TERENGGANU
TD1303

MELAKA
AEON Bandaraya Melaka
Jasin Melaka
Kota Laksamana

SABAH
IMAGO Shopping Mall

SARAWAK
The Spring

PAHANG
Bentong
Indera Mahkota
Seven Hills Kuantan

JOHOR
AEON Tebrau City
Austin Heights
Eko Botani
Jalan Pesta Muar
Kluang (Jalan Langsat)
Muar (Jalan Sulaiman)
Southkey Mosaic
Taman Sutera Utama
Toppen Shopping Mall
Versis Batu Pahat

SELANGOR
AEON Bukit Tinggi
Sungai Besar



Your Lifestyle Experience Store.

OPPO A96 glides through life without collecting marks or fingerprints. Whether 
on the commute or when going for a run, this phone is safe from scratches. 
Premium design, premium durability.

Double the storage, double the joy
OPPO A96

Scan to shop!

Scan for online version


